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SYMPOSIUM

Structural Determinants of Muscle Gearing During
Dynamic Contractions
Carolyn M. Eng,1,* Emanuel Azizi† and Thomas J. Roberts*

*Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, Brown University, 171 Meeting St, Box GB204, Providence, RI 02912,

USA; †Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, University of California, Irvine, 321 Steinhaus Hall, Irvine, CA

92697, USA

From the symposium “Spatial Scale and Structural Heterogeneity in Skeletal Muscle Performance” presented at the

annual meeting of the Society for Integrative and Comparative Biology, January 3–7, 2018 at San Francisco, California.

1E-mail: carolyn_eng@brown.edu

Synopsis In skeletal muscle, interactions between contractile and connective tissue elements at multiple scales result in

emergent properties that determine mechanical performance. One of these phenomena is architectural gearing, which is

quantified as the ratio of muscle velocity to muscle fiber velocity. Many pennate muscles operate with a gear ratio greater

than one because muscles shorten through a combination of muscle fiber shortening and fiber rotation. Within a muscle,

gearing is variable across contractions. During low force contractions, muscles operate at high gear while muscles operate

at low gear during high force contractions. This variable gearing has a significant impact on muscle performance as

muscle architectural changes favor muscle speed during fast contractions and muscle force during slow, high force

contractions. We hypothesize that gearing in any given contraction is determined by the dynamic interaction of fiber-

generated forces, fluid force transmission, and the elastic behavior of intramuscular connective tissues. Because muscle is

isovolumetric, muscle fibers must bulge radially when they shorten. Radial bulging and fiber-generated forces off-axis

from the muscle line of action exert forces that load connective tissues that ensheath fibers, fascicles, and the whole

muscle. The way in which fluid pressures and fiber forces interact to load connective tissues in three-dimensions remains

poorly understood because of the complex and multiscale nature of these interactions. Here we review evidence for

variable gearing in pennate muscles, present a conceptual model that describes the fundamental interactions that de-

termine gearing, and discuss where gaps remain in our understanding of the determinants and consequences of muscle

shape change and variable gearing.

Muscle fiber architecture under static
and dynamic conditions

In many skeletal muscles, fibers are oriented at an

angle to the muscle’s axis of force transmission, or

line of action (Gans 1982). Fiber orientation defines

a muscle’s architecture, which is typically categorized

as either parallel-fibered or pennate (Fig. 1). In

parallel-fibered muscles, the fibers extend nearly the

entire length of the muscle and are parallel to the

muscle’s axis of force transmission (Fig. 1, images 1,

2, and 9). The fibers in pennate muscles are arranged

at an angle relative to the muscle’s axis of force

transmission, the pennation angle (Fig. 1, images

3–7, 10, and 11). Most muscles have some degree

of pennation. For example, in the human lower

extremity, 23 of the 28 measured muscles had fibers

that extended less than 60% of the total muscle

length (Ward et al. 2009). Within the broad category

of pennate muscles, there are a wide range of ana-

tomical configurations including unipennate, bipen-

nate, and multipennate as well as a range of possible

pennation angles (Fig. 1).

The architecture of a muscle has important func-

tional consequences. For a given muscle volume,

parallel-fibered muscles can generate larger excur-

sions and achieve faster contractile speeds (Bodine

et al. 1982; Gans 1982) because they have more sar-

comeres in series (assuming equivalent fiber proper-

ties, e.g., intrinsic maximal shortening velocities).

Pennate muscles allow for more sarcomeres in
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parallel (i.e., larger total fiber cross-sectional area or

physiological cross-sectional area) and can therefore

generate higher maximum forces for a given muscle

volume (Powell et al. 1984). There is, however, a cost

to force production in pennate muscles because only

the component of fiber force that is in line with the

muscle axis of force transmission will contribute to

muscle force, but this effect is generally small relative

to the benefit of a greater physiological cross-

sectional area. Thus, the architecture of a muscle

defines a trade-off between force and speed; a paral-

lel arrangement favors speed while a pennate ar-

rangement favors force.

It is straightforward to define the influence of

muscle architecture on mechanical output when we

consider only static conditions, but more difficult

when the changes that occur dynamically during

contraction are considered. Dynamic changes in

muscle architecture in pennate muscles occur across

a range of conditions and are the focus of this

review.

Muscle architecture is typically measured in

muscles dissected from preserved specimens (Sacks

and Roy 1982; Lieber et al. 1990; Lieber and

Frid�en 2000; Ward et al. 2009). Values for fiber

length, muscle length, and pennation angle are al-

most always taken from one muscle conformation

(e.g., at a “resting” muscle length) and do not cap-

ture how muscle architecture changes during a con-

traction. In a few cases, video of exposed muscles in

situ has shown changes in key architectural features,

like pennation angle, during contraction. For exam-

ple, light video of a longitudinal section of the con-

tracting rat medial gastrocnemius (MG) muscle

demonstrated that there are large changes in penna-

tion angle during contractions (Huijing and Woittiez

1985; Zuurbier and Huijing 1993). Newer imaging

techniques have allowed for significant improve-

ments in the ability to directly visualize changes in

muscle architecture in vivo. Ultrasound imaging pro-

vided some of the first measurements of human

muscle architecture in vivo and showed that penna-

tion angle can increase more than two-fold during

fixed-end contractions [i.e., isometric at the level of

the muscle–tendon unit (MTU)] in the human MG

(Narici et al. 1996) and brachialis muscles (Herbert

and Gandevia 1995). Using phase-contrast MRI of

the human MG, Shin et al. (2009) demonstrated

that pennation angle decreased by about 35% during

eccentric contractions. Subsequent ultrasound stud-

ies have confirmed that substantial changes in archi-

tecture occur across a normal range of movement in

human muscles in vivo including during walking and

running (Lichtwark et al. 2007), cycling (Wakeling

et al. 2011; Dick and Wakeling 2017), and jumping

(Kurokawa et al. 2001).

While technology has only recently enabled meas-

urements of pennation angle changes during con-

traction, theory predicting that a pennate fiber

architecture naturally results in a change in penna-

tion angle during muscle contraction dates back cen-

turies. It is apparent in Borelli’s drawings from de

Motu Animalium (1680), where rotation of fibers

occurs as a result of shortening in a unipennate mus-

cle (Fig. 1, image 5). Borelli’s drawings also indicate

the very early origin of an assumption that is still

common in muscle models today, namely that the

distance between the aponeuroses, or the surfaces

upon which the fibers originate, remains constant

(i.e., a constant muscle thickness by our terminol-

ogy). This assumption is implicit in a mechanical

analog where the trajectory of the plane of fiber in-

sertion is constrained by a slot mechanism to move

Fig. 1 Borelli’s (1680) analysis of muscle architecture highlights

many of the features of pennate muscles that are prominent in

biomechanical analyses today. Shown are different possible

arrangements of parallel (images 1, 2, and 9) and pennate (images

3-7, 10, and 11) muscles. Fiber rotation in pennate muscles is

depicted in image 5, and the mechanical analog depicted in image

8 embodies the common assumption that fiber origin and inser-

tion distances remain constant during fiber shortening in uni-

pennate muscles.
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vertically as the muscle lifts a load vertically (Fig. 1,

image 8). Steno (1667), as translated in Stensen et al.

(1994), formalized the geometric analysis to calculate

fiber angle as a function of shortening using a simple

parallelogram model, also assuming that the thick-

ness of the muscle remains constant during

shortening.

The assumption that the thickness (distance be-

tween fiber origin and insertion) of a muscle remains

constant during contraction has dominated modern

theoretical analyses of the significance of dynamic

muscle architecture (Pfuhl 1937; Benninghoff and

Rollh€auser 1952; Gans and Bock 1965; Alexander

1968; Hatze 1978; Otten 1988). The constant-

thickness model is rooted in a planar parallelogram

configuration that shows that the constraint of con-

stant muscle volume will be met if both muscle

thickness and muscle width remain constant as the

parallelogram shears to shorter fiber lengths and

greater angles of pennation (e.g., Fig. 1, image 5).

Otten (1988) presents a mathematical proof of this

concept, but in his influential review may have over-

stated the case, concluding the proof with the state-

ment “the distances between the planes of insertion

needs to remain constant if the volume of the muscle

is to remain constant.” A more accurate statement

for this model is that a constant area model of a

shearing parallelogram is one solution to maintain-

ing a constant muscle volume. Shape change in some

muscles is constrained by hard tissues, such as

muscles that insert on an exoskeleton, like the bipen-

nate muscles of crab claws, where fiber origins are

fixed. For muscles without such constraints, a wide

range of shape changes is possible.

It is only relatively recently that the long history of

theoretical treatments of dynamic muscle architec-

ture has been tested with empirical measurements

of dimensional changes in active contractions.

These measurements suggest that a wide range of

shape changes is possible, and in particular they

challenge the constant thickness assumption. In situ

measurements of rat MG muscle showed thickness

increase during contraction (Zuurbier and Huijing

1992), and in the turkey lateral gastrocnemius mus-

cle both an increase and decrease in thickness has

been observed (Azizi et al. 2008). Ultrasound studies

provide measurements for a variety of activities and

contractile conditions in human muscles. These

measurements show variability in the pattern of

shape change, with observations of virtually all pos-

sible outcomes, including an increase in thickness

(Herbert and Gandevia 1995; Maganaris et al. 1998;

Wakeling et al. 2011; Randhawa et al. 2013; Raiteri

et al. 2016; Dick and Wakeling 2017), constant

thickness (Narici et al. 1996; Maganaris et al.

1998), or a decrease in thickness (Randhawa et al.

2013). While it is not yet possible to discern a con-

sistent pattern in the variation in shape changes that

have been observed under all conditions, these meas-

urements provide convincing evidence that shape

change is variable, and that the constant thickness

model does not accurately predict vertebrate limb

muscle shape changes in vivo.

The dynamic architectural changes that occur dur-

ing contraction are important because they directly

affect the force and speed of contraction. The change

in pennation angle contributes to shortening and can

result in muscle speed exceeding fiber shortening

speed. Classic models of pennate muscle have shown

that when fiber shortening is combined with a

change in pennation angle, the shortening of the

muscle belly exceeds fiber shortening (Benninghoff

and Rollh€auser 1952). These predictions have been

confirmed experimentally showing that dynamic

changes in architecture tend to amplify muscle fiber

shortening (Azizi et al. 2002). The effect of changes

in pennation angle can be characterized by measur-

ing the ratio of muscle velocity to fiber velocity, a

measure that has been termed the architectural gear

ratio (AGR; Brainerd and Azizi 2005). Fiber rotation

during contractions in pennate muscles commonly

results in gear ratios greater than one (Azizi et al.

2008; Wakeling et al. 2011; Randhawa et al. 2013;

Azizi and Roberts 2014; Holt et al. 2016; Dick and

Wakeling 2017).

Variable gearing in pennate muscles

The relationship between changes in pennation angle

and changes in fiber length is related to muscle shape

change during a contraction. Muscle is isovolumetric

and therefore may bulge in directions orthogonal to

its axis of force transmission when it shortens

(Baskin and Paolini 1967). Muscles can bulge in

thickness, width, or both, and the direction of shape

change mediates the change in pennation angle dur-

ing a contraction and therefore determines AGR in

pennate muscles (Brainerd and Azizi 2005). Since

there is variation in how a muscle changes shape

and this determines AGR, there is no single relation-

ship between the length changes of a fiber and that

of the muscle (Fig. 2). A simple geometric schematic

shows how for a given fiber length change, a muscle

operates with a low AGR (lower displacement and

speed) when the thickness of the muscle is allowed

to decrease (Fig. 2A, schematic 3), a moderate AGR

when the thickness of the muscle is constant

(Fig. 2A, schematic 1), and a high AGR (higher
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displacement and speed) when the thickness of the

muscle increases during the contraction (Fig. 2A,

schematic 2). Given this potential variation, models

predicting the mechanical output of a pennate mus-

cle are constrained to a limited range of results based

on assumptions of how the muscle changes shape. It

is likely that making the wrong assumption in a

pennate muscle model may have minimal effects

on the predicted force and speed of muscles with

relatively small starting pennation angles (<10�),

whereas such errors can be substantial in muscles

with larger pennation angles. This is due to the

fact that the amount of muscle length change result-

ing from a given fiber rotation will be greater for

muscles with higher initial pennation angles, result-

ing in higher gear ratios (Brainerd and Azizi 2005).

Empirical studies have quantified the AGR of pen-

nate muscle over a range of conditions and they

suggest that for a given muscle, no single prediction

of gear ratio is accurate across contractions. Instead,

a muscle’s AGR varies from contraction to contrac-

tion. This was first demonstrated using isolated

muscle experiments on the turkey lateral gastrocne-

mius muscle (Azizi et al. 2008). Variable gearing has

been replicated during shortening contractions in rat

MG (Holt et al. 2016), frog plantaris (Azizi and

Roberts 2014), and human MG muscles (Dick and

Wakeling 2017) and during lengthening contractions

in frog plantaris muscle (Azizi and Roberts 2014).

Across muscles, these experiments have consistently

shown that gearing decreases with increasing con-

tractile force during shortening contractions (Fig. 3).

Muscle force and velocity covary according to the

force–velocity property of muscle and studies decou-

pling the effects of force and velocity on gearing have

demonstrated that contractile force, and not velocity,

drives variable gearing. Azizi et al. (2008) used a

fatigue protocol in an in situ preparation of the tur-

key lateral gastrocnemius muscle to vary muscle

force while keeping muscle shortening velocity con-

stant. Trains of contractions of varying duration

used to fatigue the muscle resulted in decreased

and variable force output for a series of contractions

at the same velocity. Gearing decreased with

Fig. 2 A simple geometric model shows that the relationship between pennation angle and fiber shortening is variable across

contractions and is mediated by muscle shape change. Compared with the contraction in which muscle thickness decreases (A, 3), for

the same magnitude of fiber shortening, fibers rotate to greater angles of pennation when thickness is constant (A, 1) and undergo

increased rotation when the thickness increases (A, 2). Plots of pennation angle as a function of fiber length (B) and muscle length as a

function of fiber length (C) as the fiber shortens from its initial length (Lf0) demonstrate how variability in fiber rotation results in

variable gearing with the muscle operating at a low (A, 3), intermediate (A, 1), or high gear (A, 2).
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increasing force and constant velocity, demonstrating

that contractile force drives variable gearing. This

result was confirmed by Dick and Wakeling (2017)

who measured gearing in the human MG muscle of

subjects cycling under a variety of conditions where

cycling cadence and crank torque were indepen-

dently varied to examine the effects of muscle force

and velocity on gearing. They used ultrasound along

with a lower limb musculoskeletal model scaled to

each subject to measure muscle fascicle velocity and

tendon strain and calculate muscle belly and MTU

velocities. MG tendon force was calculated from ten-

don strain and tendon stiffness. The authors found

that muscle belly gearing decreased with increasing

tendon force but was independent of MTU velocity.

While these studies confirm that variable gearing is

determined by variation in contractile force, the

mechanism underlying variable gearing remains

poorly understood.

The exact determinants of shape change and gear-

ing in a given contraction are unclear but our cur-

rent hypothesis highlights the central importance of

the multiscale structural organization of skeletal

muscle. In situ experiments where muscles are iso-

lated from the nervous system show variable gear-

ing, demonstrating that gearing is mediated by

interactions occurring at the level of the muscle.

We hypothesize that muscle gearing in a given con-

traction is determined by the dynamic interaction of

fiber-generated forces, fluid force transmission, and

the elastic behavior of intramuscular (IM) connec-

tive tissues. This prediction is difficult to test di-

rectly because the multiscale nature and structural

complexity of these interactions does not allow for

practical experimental manipulations that can iso-

late each component. In the following section, we

discuss our current understanding of the determi-

nants of variable gearing as well as gaps in our

knowledge.

The determinants of variable gearing

Experiments with a simple array of pneumatic actua-

tors provide insight into the mechanism underlying

variable gearing in muscle (Azizi and Roberts 2013).

McKibben actuators shorten in tension when filled

with compressed gas (Schulte 1961). Like muscles,

McKibben actuators expand radially when they

shorten. When these actuators are arranged in a pen-

nate array so that their axes of shortening are at an

angle to the line of action of the array (Fig. 4A), the

actuators rotate as the array shortens against a load.

Actuator rotation occurs because of the radial expan-

sion associated with shortening. This radial bulging

of individual actuators loads neighboring actuators

at angles to their direction of shortening, causing

the actuators to rotate and the entire array to bulge

in plane with the array. While actuator shortening is

constant, actuator rotation varies with load so that

the array displays variable gearing (Fig. 4C). Gearing

is high at low loads and decreases as the load lifted

by the array increases. Thus, similar to muscle, a

pennate array of McKibben actuators shows load-

dependent variable gearing and fiber rotation.

Variable gearing in a McKibben array results from

variation in the direction of actuator radial expan-

sion as a function of force. Specifically, closely pack-

ing the actuators in a planar array causes resistance

to radial expansion in the actuator’s height (parallel

to plane of array), but not width (perpendicular to

array), dimension by neighboring actuators (Fig. 4B).

When the actuators shorten against no load, radial

expansion occurs equally in all directions. When the

actuators lift a load against gravity, forces from the

expanding neighboring actuators tend to compress

the actuators in height and cause greater expansion

in actuator width. This leads to deformation of the

actuators such that they are not round in cross-

section but are bulging more in width than height

Fig. 3 Measures of architectural gear ratio (AGR) as a function of load demonstrate that gearing decreases with increasing load in the

lateral gastrocnemius (LG) of the turkey (A; Azizi et al. 2008), medial gastrocnemius (MG) of the rat (B; Holt et al. 2016), bullfrog

plantaris (C; Azizi and Roberts 2014), and human MG (D; Dick and Wakeling 2017).
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(Fig. 4B). As the load on the array increases, the load

tending to cause compression in cross-sectional

height and expansion in cross-sectional width

increases. Because bulging in cross-sectional height

drives actuator rotation, rotation decreases as the

actuators bulge more in width and less in height.

Variable actuator shape changes across force levels

results in changes in actuator rotation and gearing.

There are important commonalities between pen-

nate muscle and the McKibben array that we hy-

pothesize determine variable gearing. Both systems

undergo an increase in the radial dimension with

linear shortening, although it should be noted that

the McKibben actuators are not isovolumetric but

increase in volume during contraction. This radial

expansion of force-generating components (actuators

or fibers), along with their pennate architecture, cre-

ates off-axis forces at both the fiber and muscle level.

Interaction of off-axis forces with constraints on ex-

pansion (i.e., neighboring actuators or an IM spring)

determines the direction of shape change, which

leads to variable rotation of actuators or fibers and

variable gearing.

A key feature of the hypothesized mechanism for

variable gearing in muscle is the generation of forces

that are off-axis from the linear axis of fibers. These

off-axis forces load the IM connective tissues that

determine how a muscle changes shape during con-

traction. There are two potential sources of off-axis

forces in pennate muscle that occur at different

scales of organization. During muscle contraction,

shortening of muscle fibers is accompanied by fiber

expansion in the radial dimension that has the po-

tential to generate forces off-axis to the fiber linear

axis (Fradial in Fig. 5). These off-axis forces result

from the incompressible nature of fluid within mus-

cle that requires muscle fibers to expand radially

when they shorten, to maintain a constant volume.

The second source of off-axis forces is the thickness

force, which is the component of fiber force in pen-

nate muscles that tends to compress the muscle in

the thickness direction (Fthickness in Fig. 5).

Radial expansion of muscle fibers and its impor-

tance for force generation has been demonstrated at

multiple hierarchical levels. X-ray diffraction studies

of relaxed muscle have shown that lattice spacing, or

the radial distance between actin and myosin fila-

ments, decreases as the sarcomere is stretched in or-

der to maintain a constant sarcomere lattice volume

(lattice cross-sectional area � sarcomere length;

Huxley 1951; Elliott et al. 1963). Force production

Fig. 4 In the McKibben actuator array schematized in (A),

actuators are arranged at an angle relative to the line of action of

the array. The actuators are attached to two plates and are

allowed to rotate on the leftmost plate and are rigidly fixed to

the rightmost plate that is attached to the load. When they are

filled with air and contract against a load the actuators radially

expand and this causes bulging of the array and rotation of the

actuators. Neighboring actuators cause compression in actuator

height so that the actuators expand more in width than height

(B). This height-wise compression increases with load, resulting

in decreased array bulging, actuator rotation, and AGR as a

function of load (C). Modified from Azizi and Roberts (2013).

Fig. 5 A schematic of pennate muscle shows the component of

the fiber contractile force (Ffiber) that tends to compress the

muscle in the thickness direction (A; Fthickness). A cross-section of

the whole muscle and fiber (inset) demonstrates how off-axis

forces including the radial force (Fradial; black arrows) and thick-

ness force (Fthickness; white arrows) interact to determine shape

change in a contracted muscle (B).
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is reduced when the lattice spacing of skinned mus-

cle fibers is osmotically compressed via a high-

concentration solution (reviewed in Millman 1998;

Williams et al. 2013). At the whole muscle level, a

physical constraint limiting the muscle’s ability to

expand radially reduced muscle shortening and mus-

cle work suggesting that radial expansion is necessary

for muscle shortening (Azizi et al. 2017). Interaction

between radial and longitudinal force transmission is

apparent from the observation that a transverse load

on the muscle belly influenced muscle force along

the axis of force transmission (Siebert et al. 2014,

2016).

Radial expansion of fibers will tend to cause ex-

pansion of the muscle in directions orthogonal to

the muscle fiber (i.e., both thickness and width).

Assuming transverse isotropy, parallel-fibered

muscles would be expected to radially expand

equally in all directions but fiber pennation sets up

an additional force that drives asymmetric shape

change. In a parallel-fibered muscle, the fiber con-

tractile force is, by definition, aligned with the direc-

tion of muscle shortening so all its force is directed

to shortening of the whole muscle. In a unipennate

muscle there is a component of force from the con-

tracting fibers, perpendicular to the aponeuroses,

tending to decrease the distance between aponeuro-

ses and compress the muscle in the thickness direc-

tion (Fthickness in Fig. 5). This thickness force is off-

axis to the muscle axis of force transmission and

because it is a component of the contractile force,

it increases with the force of contraction. Interaction

of these off-axis forces, including the radial force and

thickness force, with IM connective tissues deter-

mines how a muscle changes shape according to

our current hypothesis.

Off-axis fiber forces create asymmetric loading,

which tends to compress a muscle more in thickness

than width. The thickness force tending to compress

a muscle in the thickness direction must be balanced

by structures that resist deformation to prevent the

muscle from flattening during contraction.

We propose that an IM spring resists thickness

compression and is loaded by both off-axis forces.

Candidates for this spring include the IM connective

tissues that constrain the direction of muscle

shape change and these connective tissues likely ex-

perience complex three-dimensional loading from

tensile forces along the fiber, shearing forces between

fibers, and radial forces off-axis to the fiber.

Connective tissues surround muscle fibers (endomy-

sium), muscle fascicles (perimysium), and whole

muscles (epimysium and aponeurosis) and likely sev-

eral or all of these elements contribute to IM

elasticity. These connective tissues are primarily

composed of collagen and are therefore effective at

resisting tensile but not compressive forces. How

does the compressive thickness force load these tis-

sues in tension? We propose that the thickness force

acting to compress a pennate muscle ultimately

applies a tensile load to collagen fibers (or other

IM springs) via the radial off-axis force.

The fluid in muscle is incompressible and has the

potential to transmit forces during muscle contrac-

tion. We hypothesize that fluid pressure plays a cen-

tral role in loading the IM spring and driving muscle

shape change. There is evidence that the interaction

between IM pressure (IMP) and connective tissue

constraints plays a role in muscle force transmission.

Using a physical model of muscle with a fluid-filled

tube constrained by a helically wound sleeve, Sleboda

and Roberts (2017) demonstrated that the interac-

tion between the sleeve and fluid influences force

transmission. Increasing the fluid volume in the

physical model as well as in a frog semimembranosus

muscle resulted in increased passive force in both

systems, suggesting that fluid plays an important me-

chanical role in muscle force transmission. Gindre

et al. (2013) used a model of a single muscle fiber

surrounded by helically wound collagen fibers to

show that stress developed in the collagen fibers dur-

ing fiber compression contributed to pressure inside

the muscle fiber that opposed fiber compression,

suggesting that IM connective tissues influence mus-

cle force through their influence on IMP.

When the incompressible muscle fibers shorten,

they expand and can potentially generate radial

forces that load the IM spring. The thickness force

creates asymmetric resistance to the radial force to

oppose expansion in the muscle thickness direction,

which in turn causes more expansion in the width

direction. It is this width-wise expansion of the fiber

and muscle that stretches the IM spring that resists

increases in muscle width. Therefore, it is the fluid

pressure within the muscle fiber that acts as a con-

duit to redirect the compression caused by the thick-

ness force to stretch the IM spring in the width

direction. In other words, the fluid pressure in mus-

cle couples expansion in muscle width to force ori-

ented in the thickness direction so that resistance to

muscle width expansion results in resistance to mus-

cle thickness compression. We hypothesize that the

IM spring dictates muscle shape change by resisting

decreases in muscle thickness and increases in muscle

width.

We hypothesize that the elastic behavior of the IM

spring governs fiber rotation by resisting muscle

thickness compression, resulting in variable gearing.
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Because this IM spring is primarily loaded by con-

tractile forces, which in turn influence the fluid pres-

sure that develops in muscle, the magnitude of

loading and deformation of the IM spring will vary

with the force of contraction. Variable deformation

of the IM spring results in variable shape change of

the muscle, which influences fiber rotation.

For a given amount of fiber shortening, a larger

decrease in muscle thickness is associated with de-

creased fiber rotation. An increase in fiber force (and

the component of the force tending to decrease thick-

ness, Fthickness) will result in greater thickness compres-

sion and width expansion and therefore reduce fiber

rotation, resulting in the muscle operating with a low

gear ratio. In contrast, at low contractile forces, de-

creased thickness compression results in fibers rotating

to greater angles of pennation to achieve high gear

ratios. Thus, the interaction between IM springs and

fiber contractile forces via fluid forces determine how

the muscle changes shape and ultimately, how gearing

changes under variable conditions.

There is growing evidence that the IM connective

tissues that make up the IM spring play an impor-

tant role in modulating muscle shape change and

gearing. Holt et al. (2016) measured increased stiff-

ness in MG muscle fiber bundles and aponeurosis

from aged rats compared with young rats. Using

isotonic contractions at varying force levels, they

found an altered relationship between AGR and con-

tractile force in the aged rat muscle where gearing

did not decrease with increasing force, as seen in

young rat muscle. It was shown that AGR remained

relatively high (�1.3) across a range of forces in aged

rat muscle (Holt et al. 2016). In other words, the

aged rat muscle lost the ability to vary gear ratio

with muscle force. We hypothesize that low gearing

at high forces in young rat muscle resulted from the

inability of the IM spring to resist thickness com-

pression and width expansion when thickness force

was high. Increased stiffness of the endomysium and

aponeurosis in the aged rat muscle may have

resulted in increased resistance to thickness compres-

sion and width expansion compared with the young

muscle. This increased resistance to compression

may have been responsible for the reduced thickness

compression at high contractile forces in the aged

compared with young muscle so that the aged rat

muscle underwent increased fiber rotation, resulting

in relatively higher gear ratios compared with the

young muscle. These findings suggest that the inter-

action between contractile and connective tissue

properties is vital for achieving variable gearing.

Eng and Roberts (2018) found that reducing the

radial integrity of the turkey lateral gastrocnemius

aponeurosis resulted in altered gearing. The investi-

gators explored whether the aponeurosis is an im-

portant component of the IM spring resisting

increases in muscle width by incising the aponeurosis

before and after eliciting isotonic contractions. In

high force, but not low force contractions, gearing

was reduced after multiple longitudinal aponeurosis

incisions. Reduced gearing in the incised aponeurosis

compared to the intact aponeurosis implies increased

thickness compression and width expansion, suggest-

ing that aponeuroses play a central role in resisting

width expansion and determining muscle shape

change and gearing during high force contractions.

Gaps in our understanding of variable
gearing

To date, most experiments showing variable gearing

have been conducted in situ and under a narrow set

of very controlled conditions. Muscles are maximally

activated, and measurements of gearing are taken

during the constant force region of an isotonic con-

traction. Within a muscle, gearing is measured at

approximately the same fiber length for all contrac-

tions (Azizi et al. 2008; Azizi and Roberts 2014; Holt

et al. 2016; Eng and Roberts 2018). Such controlled

conditions help isolate the influence of variable mus-

cle shape change on gearing. Taking measurements

when muscle force is constant is particularly impor-

tant when gearing is measured using external meas-

urements of muscle velocity (e.g., from a muscle

servomotor). Tendon elasticity can contribute signif-

icantly to muscle speed, but any elasticity in series

with the muscle should remain at constant length

during the period of constant force.

While measuring AGR under controlled condi-

tions provides many practical advantages, it likely

misses some important features of dynamic architec-

tural changes that occur in muscles in vivo.

Importantly, our current hypothesis for the factors

that determine the direction of muscle shape change

emphasizes the interplay of orthogonal muscle forces

and the IM spring. This model predicts that rapid

force change in a muscle—as occurs during most

locomotor events—would have a significant influ-

ence on instantaneous architectural gearing because

the change in force would tend to compress the

muscle. More measurements of AGR under dynamic

conditions will add to our understanding of the in-

fluence of dynamic muscle architecture in vivo.

Ultrasound measurements of architectural gearing

provide some advantages over measurements that

rely on a muscle servomotor to determine muscle

speed. Using ultrasound, muscle belly shortening
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can be calculated using fiber shortening and penna-

tion angle, thus providing a measure of speed that is

relatively unaffected by series elasticity (Randhawa

et al. 2013). Using an alternative method of calcu-

lating muscle speed by subtracting tendon length

measured from ultrasound from MTU length

obtained from a subject-specific musculoskeletal

model, Dick and Wakeling (2017) were able to mea-

sure architectural gearing during cycling. Under such

dynamic conditions, they confirmed a relationship

between gearing and force, when gearing was mea-

sured at the point of peak muscle shortening

velocity.

Many ultrasound studies measure fiber rotation

and length change during contraction, and thus

might provide information about muscle gearing.

However, it can be difficult to infer patterns in gear-

ing from reported values. For example, a central ob-

servation of Maganaris et al. (1998) is that graded

recruitment corresponding to 20%, 40%, 60%, and

80% maximum voluntary contractions in a fixed

limb position show that fiber rotation increased

with increasing plantarflexion moment in the human

triceps surae muscles. This would seem to contradict

the idea that higher forces are associated with less

fiber rotation and lower gearing. However, the

greater fiber rotation at higher forces in these

fixed-end contractions can be explained by the in-

creased amount of muscle shortening, as higher

forces result in greater stretch of the series elastic

structures. If normalized by muscle shortening, we

predict that fiber rotation would decrease with in-

creased force.

Much of our understanding of architectural gear-

ing comes from experiments under supramaximal

conditions, but muscles are rarely maximally acti-

vated during normal movement. How muscles

change shape and the gear ratio they operate with

during submaximal contractions is not well under-

stood. There is some evidence that under submaxi-

mal conditions, gearing is still determined by

contractile force. At muscle activations between

32% and 45% maximum activation in the human

MG muscle of cycling subjects (Dick and Wakeling

2017) gearing decreased with increased muscle force.

However, there are limited data comparing shape

change and gearing across activation levels within a

muscle. In submaximal contractions, the muscle will

contain both force-generating active fibers and pas-

sive muscle fibers. What influence do the inactive

fibers have on the ability of the active fibers to drive

muscle shape change? As described previously, the

thickness force component of the fiber contractile

force drives muscle thickness compression, which is

resisted by radial expansion of the shortening fibers.

Passive muscle tissue is less stiff than active muscle

(Morgan 1977) so presumably less force is needed to

compress a passive muscle. Because fiber rotation

decreases as thickness compression increases, a sub-

maximally activated muscle may operate at a lower

gear ratio than a maximally active muscle.

Furthermore, the influence of passive muscle fibers

on gearing may vary depending on the spatial pat-

tern of activation. In a submaximally activated mus-

cle, the activated motor units may be uniformly

distributed throughout the muscle or spatially segre-

gated (English 1984; Bodine et al. 1988; Hodson-

Tole et al. 2013). Rahemi et al. (2014) used a 3D

finite element model to compare the influence of

submaximal contractions on dynamic changes in ar-

chitecture during contractions where the muscle is

activated uniformly or regionally. They found that

in muscles with either regional or uniform activation

that each had around 10% of fibers activated, fiber

rotation and thickness compression varied between

models of uniform activity compared with regional-

ized activity. This suggests that not only do we not

understand how level of activation influences the re-

lationship between gearing and contractile force

within a muscle but that this relationship may also

be affected by the spatial distribution of active fibers

in the muscle.

The pennation angle of fibers can vary within a

muscle and this influences local fiber strains and

hence, gearing, within a muscle (Azizi and

Deslauriers 2014). Azizi and Deslauriers (2014)

used a simple geometric model of muscle in which

pennation angle varied along the length of the mus-

cle. For a given muscle strain in an active contrac-

tion, they found that the fibers with a lower

pennation angle underwent larger fiber strains than

the more pennate fibers and this difference increased

with the magnitude of muscle strain. This means

that under most conditions, fibers with a higher

pennation angle operated at a higher gear ratio

than fibers with lower pennation angle. Thus, their

model shows that variation in architecture can lead

to variation in gearing within a muscle. While the

modeling results were consistent with empirical data,

the model generally predicted higher fiber strains

than measured experimentally. This may be due to

the model’s assumption that muscle thickness does

not change when the muscle contracts. As previously

discussed, many studies show that a muscle’s thick-

ness changes during a contraction (Zuurbier and

Huijing 1992; Herbert and Gandevia 1995;

Maganaris et al. 1998; Azizi et al. 2008; Wakeling

et al. 2011; Randhawa et al. 2013; Dick and
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Wakeling 2017). Furthermore, changes in thickness

occurring in a contraction may vary across muscle

regions according to regional differences in the pen-

nation angles of the fibers. For example, assuming

similar fiber contractile forces, fibers with a larger

pennation angle would exert a larger off-axis thick-

ness force and thus may undergo a greater decrease

in thickness than fibers with a smaller pennation

angle. There is some experimental evidence that

muscle fiber strains are not uniformly distributed

in muscles with complex architectures (Böl et al.

2015), but additional empirical measures of regional

heterogeneity in both fiber strain and shape change

are necessary to better understand the influence of

variation in architecture on variation in gearing.

We hypothesize that the IM spring not only con-

trols shape change but can also contribute to muscle

work and power production. The hypothesized

mechanism of variable gearing implies that the IM

spring is loaded and stretched by off-axis forces. This

loading of the IM spring during contraction could

potentially be stored as elastic energy that is recov-

ered at the end of the contraction to contribute to

the mechanical output of the muscle. Energy recov-

ered from the IM spring could reduce the cost of

force production in muscle fibers. For example, dur-

ing a muscle stretch-shorten cycle, the muscle may

store energy in the IM spring if the muscle com-

presses in the thickness direction as it lengthens.

This thickness compression may result in fibers ro-

tating to lower angles of pennation and the fibers

may rotate to greater angles of pennation when the

muscle springs back in the thickness direction to

recover the stored energy to aid in muscle shorten-

ing. While the role of off-axis energy storage in the

cross-bridges has been hypothesized to occur at the

sarcomere level (Williams et al. 2012), the potentially

significant role of off-axis energy storage in the IM

spring in the cycling of elastic energy in locomotion

has not been explored.

Summary

The ability of pennate muscles to undergo dynamic

changes in architectural gearing during contractions

is an important phenomenon that results from inter-

actions of contractile elements, connective tissue

structures, and fluid pressures occurring on multiple

scales. Through architectural gearing, muscles can

partially circumvent sarcomere-level constraints on

force and velocity production by undergoing dy-

namic changes in architecture to amplify fiber speeds

when needed. Across animals studied, muscles con-

sistently display variable gearing, suggesting that

force-driven dynamic and variable architectural gear-

ing may be a feature common to most pennate

muscles.
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